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ABSTRACT
In 1930, the film All Quiet on the Western Front was banned in Germany. This paper argues that the
ban was not only due to the riots related to screenings of the film, which were incited by Nazis under
Joseph Goebbels, but that it was resented by conservatives because it was perceived as a strong attack
on their remembrance of the First World War. The paper concludes by suggesting an explanation as to
why their specific remembrance of the war was so important to conservative nationalist milieus.
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INTRODUCTION
Film reflects mentalities common within a certain society.2 This basic premise of historic film
studies is particularly convincing for the war films produced in the Weimar Republic, which,
representing the World War lost by Germany in 1918, dealt in a subject matter that was still
very present in the collective memory of the nation.3 Consequently, historians have found
great interest in the Weimar war films, especially in more recent years.
The most prominent and well-examined example of this is Lewis Milestone‘s adaptation of
Erich Maria Remarque‘s 1928/29 novel, All Quiet on the Western Front (Im Westen nichts
Neues), and the scandal it caused in Germany.4 When the film opened to the public in December 1930 in Berlin, heckling National Socialists led by Joseph Goebbels successfully interrupted the screening until fights broke out and the police had to be called to break up the
event. Continuing riots whenever the film was shown in the following week and the increasing polemics by conservatives led to a complete ban of the film on 11 December, just one
week after its première.5 In the history of the Weimar cinema, the quarrels about All Quiet on
the Western Front are probably unsurpassed in their vehemence, yet the case is not completely
unique as it is part of a wide range of political controversies surrounding films during the period.6
It is therefore all the more baffling that at the same time other movies which dealt with the
world war in a quite critical way—such as Heinz Paul‘s The Other Side (Die andere Seite,
1931), Viktor Trivas‘ No Man’s land (Niemandsland, 1931), or Georg Wilhelm Pabst‘s Westfront 1918 (Westfront 1918: Vier von der Infanterie, 1930)—could be shown without being
disturbed. The question of why a scandal was sparked off only by All Quiet on the Western
Front and not by any of these other films, all of them pacifist in tendency, has not been thoroughly investigated, but explanations can be found through examination of contemporary
literature concerning German film and the particular case of All Quiet on the Western Front.
Since Remarque‘s book, a German story, was adapted for the screen in America—an enemy
during the World War—some elements of German society, so one argument runs, were afraid
that the film and its international success would damage Germany‘s international prestige,
particularly because America had a certain reputation for producing anti-German war movies,
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and All Quiet on the Western Front was seen to be part of that tradition. This was also the official ground for banning the movie.7 The scandal is further explained by the Nazis‘ increased
confidence after the landslide victory in the September 1930 elections, which had made the
NSDAP the second strongest faction in the Reichstag.8 However, these explanations are
somewhat problematic for the simple reason that they hardly refer to the contents of the film,
concentrating almost exclusively on the campaigns surrounding the production and the
screening of the movie.9 Undoubtedly, scandalizing the film was a political instrument for the
Nazis, but solely stressing this factor, as the explanations above suggest, does not even raise
the question of whether other protesters resented specific contents of the film. The arguments
of conservatives in the Weimar Republic are then easily dismissed as merely a ‗farce,‘10
which does little justice to the nature of the national milieus.
To answer the question why All Quiet on the Western Front was resented more than any
other film, the images themselves and the possible interpretations they suggest in comparison
to other movies that did not excite a similar reaction must be central to the analysis. Of the
films mentioned above, Westfront 1918,11 which premièred only six months before All Quiet
on the Western Front in May 1930, would seem to be a useful choice for a comparison, because its economic success and structural similarities in the film‘s content make it appear to
be the ‗German equivalent‘ of All Quiet on the Western Front.12 First however, the cinematic
representations of war must be placed in the context of the different cultures of remembrance
pertaining to the World War in Weimar Germany to enable us to understand the contemporary
debate around these films.

GERMAN REMEMBRANCE OF THE WORLD WAR
Contrary to France, for instance, where the individual memory of the war experience was embedded in a universally accepted frame of reference made up of such values as patriotism,
pacifism, and republicanism, no basic consensus like that existed in the Weimar Republic.
Instead, the way the war was remembered and the meaning that was attached to it largely depended on one‘s affiliation to one of the three big social milieus or political camps which constituted the Weimar society. While the Catholic milieu did not develop a specific, closed pattern for interpreting the war, the diametrically opposed cultures of remembrance maintained
in the socialist/social-democratic, and the national camp (the former comprising mostly labourers, the latter liberal and conservative milieus) and their respective claims to the exclusive ‗truth‘ formed the background of the bitter disputes surrounding the interpretation of the
war.13
In particular, three political myths were central to nationalist memories of the war experience. The war enthusiasm of August 1914, commonly referred to as ‗August experiences‘
(Augusterlebnis) or ‗spirit of 1914,‘ had made it possible for all the distressful social segmentation to be transcended in a fraternization across all strata. This was prolonged in the ‗camaraderie of the front lines‘ (Frontkameradschaft), where the German soldiers could prove their
manhood and demonstrate their devotion, fighting heroically to defend the nation. They remained undefeated on the battlefield and it was only due to the alleged ‗stab in the back,‘ the
‗Dolchstoß‘ of the home front, that Germany eventually had to capitulate. Veterans belonging
to the social-democratic milieu, like the ones organized within the Reichsbanner SchwarzRot-Gold, tried to refute these myths, contrasting the ‗camaraderie‘ with the ‗caste spirit‘
widespread among officers in the army, the ‗stab in the back‘ with military inferiority due to
the exhaustion of the troops, and the heroic stylization of the soldiers and their front experiences with the miserable living conditions in the trenches and the sober insight that death was
fundamentally senseless in the annihilation of industrialized warfare. A deeper meaning of the
war and its horrors could only be found in the ideals of pacifism and the consequent reconBenjamin Schröder
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ciliation between the nations, particularly between Germany and France, as a prerequisite to
prevent further wars in Europe.14 These irreconcilable differences existed since the war had
been lost, but only about ten years after the defeat did the conflict about the assessment of the
war deepen and result in violent clashes. That the war became ever more present as a subject
in literature, visual art, and film from around 193015 is telling and, in turn, contributed to further aggravating the conflict.
The treatments of the war and the interpretations offered by both All Quiet on the Western
Front and Westfront 1918, influencing memories and the imagination, are consequently to be
seen within this framework of different discourses surrounding the war. 16 Since both films
attempted to be as ‗realistic‘ as possible in their mode of portraying the war, 17 their claim to
authenticity and thus their significance in the debate was particularly high. This is also demonstrated in the marketing of Westfront 1918, which always stressed that three of the four
main actors had actually fought in the war themselves.18 In a similar fashion, the novel All
Quiet on the Western Front was stylized as ‗the authentic report on the life of the simple soldier Remarque‘ and the film-makers tried (in vain) to convince Remarque to take part in their
project as screenwriter or even as actor.19 The analysis of the films should therefore concentrate on what interpretations they suggest concerning the conflicting views of the war in the
different milieus and in comparison to each other. Additionally, newspapers belonging to the
national camp will be used to show what conservatives‘ reactions were to both films. 20 Since
the riots incited by the Nazis dominated the reports on All Quiet on the Western Front from
6 December onwards, the reviews referring to the non-public screening of the film on
4 December, which only dealt with the film‘s content, are of greater interest to this investigation.21
WAR GUILT AND THE ‘SPIRIT OF 1914’
The Treaty of Versailles, which formally ended World War One, was perceived as great injustice by members of all strata in German post-war society. Besides the economic, military, and
territorial terms, which were felt to be very harsh, it was understood to stipulate that Germany
alone was to blame for the outbreak of the war, which sparked widespread moral indignation.
Right-wing groups were particularly outraged at this idea, and from the late 1920s onwards,
the catchphrase of the ‗war guilt lie‘ became ever more important in their propaganda as a
means to unite the nationalist camp and to mobilize the masses. 22 As the very political question of war guilt played a big role in the contemporary view of the world war, and as both
Pabst‘s and Milestone‘s film contain scenes which could be understood as statements on this
question, these seem to be a suitable starting-point for the analysis.
In the final scene of Westfront 1918 Karl, one of the four main characters, lies in a field
hospital and has a vision of his wife, whom he had caught cheating on him with a butcher
while he was on furlough in a previous scene. He now forgives her for the indiscretion, and
his dying words are: ‗I know, I do know. Not you, this all—we are all to blame.‘ He recognizes that his wife, as she had explained to him earlier, was forced to prostitute herself for
further rations and that the war is thus to blame for her indiscretion. Who is to blame for the
war, however, remains an open question as Karl‘s vague ‗we are all‘ does not contain an accusation against anyone specific—it could be interpreted in many different ways.
The scene in All Quiet on the Western Front in which the German soldiers openly discuss
the causes of the war—blaming weapons manufacturers and generals because they benefit
from it—is far more explicit. Katczinski, one of the older soldiers, suggests that in the future
the warmongers and generals should fight out the war themselves and the discussion even
includes an accusation against the Kaiser himself, who, according to one of the younger soldiers, needed the war ‗to make him famous.‘ As the scene fuelled ‗the notion that Germany
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was to be blamed for the war,‘ Curt Emmrich, a veteran who wrote a lengthy review in the
conservative Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (DAZ), referring to the version of All Quiet on the
Western Front he had seen in Paris, resented this scene, just as he resented the whole film. He
claimed that in the German edition, the scene had been ‗changed profoundly and [was] made
completely harmless.‘23 Yet according to a report in the Frankfurter Zeitung at least Katczinski‘s suggestion could be seen in Berlin.24 Emmrich was probably exaggerating the differences between the German and the French versions of the movie because it was his aim to
show how strongly anti-German the film was in cinemas abroad. Ironically, the cuts that had
been made to tone down some of the scenes for the German market did eventually find their
way into the German discourse—through Emmrich‘s report.25
Another example concerning the beginning of the war is provided by the well-known narrative of the ‗Augusterlebnis,‘ or ‗spirit of 1914.‘ When the war broke out in the summer of
1914, it was welcomed with an excitement that was soon interpreted, above all by conservatives, as a sudden transformation of the heterogeneous German society into one national
‗community.‘ This interpretation of the events in August 1914, used also as a propaganda instrument to conjure up unity and unanimity towards the end of the war, survived as a political
myth into the Weimar Republic,26 becoming a cornerstone of nationalist remembrance of the
war.
While Westfront 1918 does not contain any statements concerning ‗the spirit of 1914‘, it
lies at the core of the first sequence of All Quiet on the Western Front. Soldiers are marching
through the street accompanied by marching music and cries like ‗For Kaiser and fatherland!‘,
while flowers are thrown from a cheering crowd. The camera pans into a classroom where the
teacher is holding a passionate speech about honour and the fulfilment of one‘s duty towards
the nation. The sequence ends with the whole class leaving the room, joyfully chanting, to
volunteer for the front. The ardour displayed in the images is intensified by the pace of the
editing: while the pupils jump to their feet, one after the other declaring their personal entry
into the war with shouts like ‗Me, too!‘, the camera keeps switching faster and faster between
close-ups of the pupils and the teacher, seeming to frantically lose itself in the ecstasy of the
moment. However, all the cheering is critically contrasted by the figure of Behm, a pupil who
looks insecure and afraid, and has to be convinced by his friends to join them—later he is the
first of the group to die in the trenches. Still in the classroom, another pupil imagines himself
coming home proudly in uniform just to see his mother devastated at his decision. Full of
shame he tries to get rid of his uniform and he continues to look embarrassed until the picture
fades back to the classroom, even when his father enters the room with an expression of pride
on his face.
The reviewer of the nationalist Deutsche Zeitung (DZ), who denounced All Quiet on the
Western Front as a ‗humiliating film‘ for the liking of ‗deserters, shirkers, pacifists and enemies of Germany,‘ was particularly outraged by this scene, as the following passage from his
article shows: ‗Mothers of German blood will not tolerate the forgery that their children were
―alien‖ to them in uniform.‘27

CAMARADERIE AND HEROISM
The scenes following the excitement and enthusiasm over the outbreak of the war in All Quiet
on the Western Front show how the pupils are completely disillusioned. When they come to
the barracks, they are surprised that their instructor is their postman Himmelstoss, who was
shown joking with some of the pupils in the very first scene of the film. Now, his response to
their joy at seeing him is cold: he has them stand to attention and makes quite clear that he is
not their friend but their commanding officer, and that he is mindful of distinctions according
to rank. He turns out to be a real ‗slave-driver,‘ for instance ordering the pupils to dive into
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puddles of mud, apparently only to annoy them.28 However, All Quiet on the Western Front
did not completely deny notions of camaraderie, of a special bond between the soldiers, as is
particularly illustrated by Katczinski and how fatherly he looked after the young pupils. Indeed, the notion of a special front camaraderie was not entirely alien to the remembrance of
the war within the social-democratic milieu. Pertaining only to common soldiers, however, it
denied a community including officers and it was egalitarian in principle. In contrast, nationalist concepts of the front camaraderie were strongly influenced by hierarchical thinking and a
stress on martial heroism.29
Westfront 1918 does not display such divisions. Quite to the contrary, its protagonists—
except for Karl—represent through their symbolic names (the Student, the Bavarian, the Lieutenant) a Germany united regardless of social, regional, or hierarchical affiliation.30 The three
non-officers seem to be good friends; there are no apparent conflicts with the Lieutenant, and
nothing to suggest anything like a ‗caste spirit‘ within the officer corps. Karl confirms the
camaraderie with quite explicit words when he leaves his wife to return to the front from his
furlough. His wife remarks that he seemed to be glad, and he answers with a grin on his face:
‗Yes! I‘m really looking forward to the trenches, you know, to the Student and all the other
comrades. … That‘s simply what it‘s like if you‘ve been lying in the dirt together for such a
long time.‘
The greatest similarity between the two films can probably be observed in their rejection of
a heroic image of the soldiers, which they opposed with a sober portrayal of warfare stressing
particularly extreme cruelties and the mechanical character of death on modern battlefields.31
On the school class‘ very first deployment to the front, one of the pupils in All Quiet on the
Western Front wets himself which, however, merely elicits an encouraging comment by
Katczinski: ‗There, never mind, it‘s happened to better men than you; and it‘s happened to
me.‘ Similar unheroic behaviour can be observed in many powerful images throughout the
film. For example, soldiers fearfully crouch on the ground, drumfire leads to some of them
turning mad in the dugouts, and they avert their gaze in disgust from a particularly horrifying
sight—such as the hands of a soldier that keep clinging to a piece of barbed wire after his
body is torn to pieces by a grenade. Finally, even desertion is portrayed as nothing reprehensible when, towards the end of the movie, Paul returns from his furlough and has a chat with
one of his old friends about Detering, a man who tried to flee from the front. ‗They got him
behind the lines, and we never heard of him since. He was just homesick, but probably they
couldn‘t see it that way,‘ Paul‘s friend tells him, displaying sympathy for Detering and a
somewhat resigned criticism of the authorities.
Westfront 1918 also contained striking scenes displaying how dreadful the industrialized
war could be for individuals, most notably perhaps one of the last scenes of the film in which
the Lieutenant turns mad. Standing in the midst of a large amount of dead soldiers on the battlefield he screams: ‗Yes, your majesty!‘ and ‗Hooray! Hooray!‘ He is then brought into a
field hospital where he continues to scream and someone else emphatically mourns the loss of
his legs—none of the wounded men bears his fate with dignity or ‗manliness.‘ Statements by
the soldiers also deconstruct the image of the heroic combatant (Frontkämpfer). At the beginning of the movie, for instance, a group of soldiers is interrupted by a call to line up while
playing cards. The slowest of the men calls out to one of his friends, who is rushing on ahead:
‗Boy, … you‘ll get your hero‘s death soon enough.‘ However, another such statement later in
the movie, which was certainly meant to be understood in a pacifist sense,32 is actually quite
ambiguous. When one soldier points in shock at a corpse, another says cynically: ‗Pull yourself together, man. After all, we‘re heroes!‘ The Bavarian replies: ‗My dear fellow, if we were
heroes, we would have gone home a long time ago.‘33 Indeed, there are also scenes that could
be understood as showing courageous and ‗manly‘ soldiers: the Bavarian holding out while
his comrades free him from a dugout in which he is buried; the Lieutenant, who is standing to
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attention under heavy drumfire and meets his orders with a ‗Yes, major!‘; or Karl volunteering to take up an advanced and therefore very dangerous machine-gun position.
The reactions to both films were accordingly different, although conservative reviewers
generally disapproved of both. Emmrich in the DAZ, for instance, recognized that Westfront
1918 skilfully showed ‗in many details … the nicest things from a soldier‘s life.‘34 The review
in the Neue Preußische Kreuz-Zeitung (Kreuz-Zeitung), though protesting against the scenes
which contained the strongest attacks on the image of the heroic soldier (the Lieutenant turning mad and the field hospital), similarly praised the portrayal of the troops in the resting
quarters, in the dugouts, and in a scene showing a front cabaret. 35 The article in the DZ fits
into the same pattern. While the film was generally rejected as ‗corrupting nonsense,‘ it was
acknowledged to succeed in portraying, ‗as far as the trench, the drumfire, and the spirit of the
front are concerned, for the first time something that may be called proximity to the experiences at the modern front.‘36 Not only the technical accomplishments of the film were appreciated, but Westfront 1918 was also recognized by some to give what may be called an accurate depiction of life at the front.
In contrast, the more consequent deconstruction of the notions of heroism and manhood in
All Quiet on the Western Front could only meet with fierce disapproval. The only positive
mention in the nationalist newspapers analysed here was an acknowledgment of the film‘s
technical qualities and the figure of Katczinski in the Kreuz-Zeitung, because he was the only
one to behave like a true soldier. Other than that, the film was complained about because it
denied any ‗heroic‘ and ‗manly‘ side of the war and instead showed a miserable German
Army made up of ‗weaklings and cowards:‘
[The] German youth of 1914, who went from lecture halls and higher school classes to
Flanders, paying with their blood and their life for their enthusiasm for the cause of their
fatherland near Langemarck,37 have nothing in common with the wretched sissies that
Remarque and this film describe.

In comparison, Pabst‘s Westfront 1918 was, according to the reviewer, a ‗heroic epic,‘ representing ‗life and death of the German soldier as it really was.‘38
Emmrich in the DAZ particularly contested the quick disillusionment of the pupils due to
social conflicts in the Army which the postman Himmelstoss personified in All Quiet on the
Western Front:
‗Mr Remarque has the Himmelstoss complex, and it took only a postman in uniform for
his enthusiasm to collapse. It must have been a sad enthusiasm. That of the German war
volunteers lasted until Ypres, Diksmuide, Chemin des Dames, and Verdun.‘39

The reviewer in the DZ similarly rejected the portrayal of Himmelstoss and the tough basic
training, arguing that in these scenes, by turning the ‗necessary drill‘ into ‗hare-brained inhumanity,‘ the film exacted revenge on the ‗marvellous system that once created the world‘s best
army.‘ The systematically unheroic depiction of life and death at the front also met a sore
point. Even when the Germans were shown to be ‗bravely facing the enemy,‘ they fought for
the wrong reasons, namely their ‗bare, miserable life,‘ and not for the greater cause of the nation: the film knew nothing about ‗our great fatherland.‘40
The protocol of the session before the Film-Oberprüfstelle, the appellate board before
which All Quiet on the Western Front was tried after its initial release, shows that the same
objections raised in the DZ were of importance in the arguments brought forth to achieve a
ban. The expert of the Ministry of the Interior also criticized All Quiet on the Western Front
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for depicting the war as completely senseless because it showed the pupils, ‗sobered up by the
drill in the courtyard of the barracks,‘ meeting their fates on the western front not with ‗victorious idealism,‘ but with ‗only their physical nature, with their animal will to life.‘ The film
thus denied the war any ‗purifying and redeeming sense (Sinngebung) due to a higher
cause.‘41 Other scenes deconstructing the notion of heroism, like the ones showing the soldiers‘ fear or how they ravenously eat whatever food they can find, were also rejected both by
the expert of the Defence Ministry and in the official statement of reasons for banning of the
film.42
THE ‘DOLCHSTOß’
Neither of the films depicted the end of the war explicitly. Both, however, contained scenes
which could be interpreted as statements about the cause of Germany‘s defeat. In Westfront
1918 it is the final battle sequence, which could be, and has been, interpreted to show German
military exhaustion,43 thus refuting the legend of a stab in the back. In many long takes,
French soldiers are shown storming German positions. They are supported by tanks, which
are at first shadowy in the fog of the explosions, but become bigger and clearer throughout the
sequence, slowly but inexorably moving across the picture. The advance can only be stopped
using poison gas, and the German counter-attack remains feeble. The images are apt to create
the impression that, while this attack could still be repelled, eventually Germany would stand
no chance against the military superiority of the Entente powers. This interpretation, however,
is never made explicit within the film itself.
Again, All Quiet on the Western Front is more explicit. At the end of the film, Katczinski
openly talks with Paul about the enemies‘ material advantages in the form of airplanes and
tanks. The exhaustion of the German troops is also a recurrent theme, shown by the hunger
which constantly plagues the soldiers and becomes increasingly worse towards the end of the
film. In many scenes, some of which were cut by the producers before submission to the censorship board, soldiers are seen eating ravenously, and they even fight with a cook who refuses to give them a larger ration. At the end even Katczinski, who was able to somehow find
a whole pig in the scene introducing him, returns empty-handed from his search for food. Finally, the exhaustion is symbolized in the sequence which shows Paul returning to the front
from his furlough. He barely recognizes his unit because most of his comrades are dead and
have been replaced by much younger men. In a discussion with an old friend, Paul is asked if
it was true that there would be an armistice soon. He answers: ‗Doesn‘t look that way back
there,‘ to which his friend comments: ‗You mean, they want us to go on fighting? … They‘re
crazy! Germany will be empty pretty soon.‘
These scenes also played a part in the grounds for the ban of All Quiet on the Western
Front. According to the expert of the Ministry of the Interior, the film showed not ‗the German war,‘ but ‗the German defeat‘ and portrayed it as ‗a necessity of fate‘ in the display of the
‗last reserves of boyish figures.‘44 This argument signifies how widespread the belief in the
‗Dolchstoß‘ was, a narrative which allowed for Germany‘s defeat to be suppressed in the remembrance of the war by claiming in many variations that it had only been lost because the
army had been ‗stabbed in the back‘ by the home front. In fact military defeat had been inevitable in 1918, just like All Quiet on the Western Front suggested.45

CONCLUSION
This comparison has shown that Westfront 1918, although planned as a ‗bill of indictment
against the war‘46 by its director, Pabst, was considerably more ambiguous in its portrayal of
the war experience, thereby enabling cinema-goers who had differing and even conflicting
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preconceptions of the war to find confirmation for their respective views. Hence, it was not
perceived to be as radical as All Quiet on the Western Front.47 This may have been partly due
to the absence of a controversial scene that the producers forced Pabst to cut, and also because
the film was not as technically proficient as Milestone‘s All Quiet on the Western Front.48 The
anti-militaristic thrust of Westfront 1918 relied only on objectively displaying the horrors of
the war, but the film did not contain any explicit statements telling the viewers which conclusions they were to draw from them.49 That their interpretations did not have to be pacifist is
illustrated by an article a member of the social-democratic veteran association ‗Reichsbund‘
published in the organization‘s periodical, worrying about how much Westfront 1918 apparently fascinated young people:
One wants to look inside the souls of our youth, one wants to be able to register the emotions by which they are moved when they watch the film in fascination … Do young people see these things differently from those who have experienced them? Could a young
person, who lacks a clarifying voice by his side, perhaps confuse film and reality and see
romanticism instead of horror in a film about the western front?50

All Quiet on the Western Front, in comparison, was perceived as a much more radical attack
on nationalist concepts of the remembrance of the World War. To Goebbels and the Nazis that
he led to stage a scandal, this was probably not of great importance. 51 However, the Nazi
campaign could only be successful because conservatives in decisive positions to achieve a
ban also resented the film, for reasons that—although they may seem less obvious to today‘s
viewers—related to the specific contents of All Quiet on the Western Front.52 One may object
that many, or perhaps even most protesters had not even viewed the film themselves 53—but to
them it was a symbol of leftist attacks on their remembrance of the war. They had certain expectations concerning the film due to their attitudes towards Remarque‘s novel, which had
been met with similar responses, and their expectations would have been confirmed by the
newspaper reports.
Evidently, the right were extremely sensitive when it came to the remembrance of the
World War. A curious passage from the protocol of the censorship proceedings illustrates this:
‗Concerning questions of national honour and of the Army‘s honour, the Ministry of Defence
will not be surpassed in sensitivity by anyone,‘ the ministry‘s expert told the censorship
board.54 But why this sensitivity?
The depiction in All Quiet on the Western Front of an essentially futile war suggested that
it had been fought in vain and without purpose. The pacifist interpretation of the war as a
cause for reconciliation and the prevention of future wars, which both All Quiet on the Western Front and Westfront 1918 offered their viewers, was not felt to be an adequate response to
the question of what it had all been for. The cohesive system of the nationalist narratives outlined above brought meaning to the war and its deeply dissatisfying outcome in a more agreeable and utilitarian way than leftist interpretations ever could, particularly to those who had
no immediate front experience such as those who were too young—as the demonstrators mentioned in the Frankfurter Zeitung.55
However, the myths of the right were not only related to personal experiences in the past
but also expressed the widely-felt disapproval of the present Republic and the desire to overcome it in the future. The vehement denial of war guilt, the narratives of the ‗spirit of 1914,‘
the heroic ‗front camaraderie,‘ and the ‗stab in the back‘ created the image of a German people transformed by fate into one national community (Volksgemeinschaft), superior to the
‗decadent‘ and overly rational Western democracies by strong will, which would transcend the
segmented society and the sober, quarrelsome Republic Weimar was deemed to be.56 In this,
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the narratives were inherently political, for insisting on them could also demonstrate one‘s
bitter opposition against the democratic state. How much influence these ideas promoted by
the right could gain towards the end of the Weimar Republic is indicated by how quickly All
Quiet on the Western Front, a film which was lauded outside nationalist circles, was banned.
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